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DOLAT CAPITALFood for Thought...!!!

 DEDICATED FREIGHT CORRIDOR
...Ushering a new Dawn

When Government Invests, It invests big time !!!
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When Government Invests, It invests big time
The NHAI experience has not only emboldened the Government on scale but also has provided for mechanism
that can provide efficient participation from the private sector to deliver timely execution of infrastructure projects
(right from planning, to land acquisition, project financing and commercial closure).

Railways have embarked on ambitious plan to develop a Rail Corridor (on the lines of Road Corridor) that
connects JNPT – Delhi – Ludhiana – Kolkata (2763 kms – Rs.282 bn). The project is being handled concept-to-
operation (BOOT) by an independent SPV funded by the Government and bilateral funds from Japan.

While the operative structure of Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Limited (DFCCIL)”  is still to
evolve, our interaction with them suggest that the effort is to migrate the best practices from the established
models of development of project on such a large scale from experiences such as Konkan Railway, NHAI, and
Delhi Metro.

We feel the intent and structured approach make the projects and investments undertaken by DFCCIL a refreshing
incremental opportunity to large as well as niche EPC players. We expect these projects to be rewarded and
executed at decent margins given the fact that like every other infrastructure developer DDFCIL is in a great
hurry to implement.

Lot of the loose ends of the project are yet to be tied up on and a substantial part of detailing would also depend
on the level of dependence  bi-lateral agreements to Japan as far as this project is considered. In our discussions
with railway officials as well as DFCCIL it was very obvious that the local parties with Japanese Collaborators
would gain substantially.

(Rs. Million)*
Particulars Total Investment
New Lines & restoration 16000
Gauge Conversion 24000
Rolling stocks 55000
Track renewal 34000
Signalling & telecom 2000
Electrification 3000
Metropolitan Transport 7000
*This value may vary as per the project status
Source : Dolat Research

Some of the obvious beneficiaries from this opportunity are Kalindee, BHEL, BEML and Siemens.

Immediate Play!!!
Although we are yet to initiate coverage on any of the large EPC majors – we find Kalindee Rail Nirman Engineers
(KRNE Ltd.) a niche player with established credentials as a scalable beneficiary.
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Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC)- THE PROJECT
Railways have embarked on an ambitious plan to develop Dedicated Freight Corridor – to service its institutional cargo
clientele. The idea is to develop a Rail Corridor parallel to existing NHAI driven Road Corridor along the Golden Quadrilateral
(9260 kms) and the diagonals (4118 kms).

While the plan is long term, the immediate priority for the project is to link Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata with high speed
connectivity for exclusive freight movement. The project consists of 1,483-km Delhi-Mumbai route, also known as western
corridor and 1,280-km Delhi-Kolkata route, known as eastern corridor.  The estimated expenditure for the first phase is
Rs 282 bn.

Economic Rationale
Rail transport is a preferred mode for long haul due to –

a. Favorable economics
b. Better handling efficiency
c. Higher energy efficiency in transportation
d. More environment friendly (preferred by global green supply chains)
e. Optimized utilization of land resources

The DFC when fully operational would de-bottleneck the existing rail infrastructure which gets shared with passenger
traffic/ trains. Further being a new development from scratch it would also increase the capacity for carrying 12000-
tonne cargo on single train (current average at 4000 T) at higher speeds (almost 3x).

It will reduce the transit time between Delhi and Mumbai from 60 hours to 36 hours. It will also reduce the cost of
operation. After DFC is commissioned it is envisaged that the busiest corridor from Ahmedabad to Marwar, where 15
trains run each way, will be increased to 72 trains per way and between JNP and Baroda the trains will be increased from
9 to 49 – a cargo load multiplier of 25x(!!!). Once complete this can service almost 40% of trade requirement for freight
movement by 2015.

The Modus Operandi
To conceptualize, plan, development, construct, maintain and operate the Dedicated Freight Corridors Project - the Govt
has formed an SPV called - Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Limited (DFCC)”. The authorized capital of
DFCCIL is Rs. 4000 Crores and paid up capital is Rs. 50 Crores.

Project Economics
Estimated Project Cost
Recent survey by RITES
Indian Railways estimates based on a survey by RITES, have not factored in the expenses of approximately Rs 10,000
crore on account of locomotives and around Rs 7,000 crore on interest during construction (IDC).

There has been an under-provision of at least Rs 2,000 crore so far as the acquiring land for the mega project is
concerned. The IR has not even taken into account the possible price escalation. Interest during construction (IDC)
under a bank loan includes the interest plus the commitment charge on loans from ordinary capital resources.

Survey by JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency)
Japan International Cooperation Agency, which undertook a study on the freight corridor, estimated the cost at around
~Rs 51,000 crore. However, its calculation is based on the assumption that both the corridors will have environment-
friendly electric locomotives, which may turn out to be economical in a long-term perspective.

JICA report has a provision of 432 locomotives for the corridors with some varieties of electric locomotive costing upto Rs
53 crore each. If the cost of locomotives is added, the provision of Rs. 28000 crores is not sufficient, but making locomotives
is an ongoing exercise for railways. JICA has not come to a conclusion as to how many such locomotives will be required
for the two freight corridors.
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Particulars (Rs. Million) Western Corridor Eastern Corridor Total Ratio
Construction cost 166731 115622 282353 50.5%
Consulting Service cost 4501 3178 7679 1.4%
Rolling Stock cost 36855 63202 100057 17.9%
Physical contingency 9918 8929 18847 3.4%
Price escalation 12569 11316 23885 4.3%

Sub-Total 230576 202246 432822 77.4%
Land acquisition & compensation 29066 31761 60827 10.9%
Taxes 1598 1142 2740 0.5%
General Administration cost 10845 7366 18211 3.3%
Financial Interest during construction 23574 21013 44587 8.0%
Total Project cost 295658 263528 559186 100.0%
Items excluded from DFC project cost     
Wagon cost 21262 14151 35413  
ICD Track connection cost 0 0 0  
Operation & Maintenance cost 5458 4787 10245  
ROB construction cost 34201 25014 59215  
(For operative details of the project refer Annexure )
Source : Ministry of Railways, JICA Feasibility Study

Funding
The Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA) has agreed to provide about Rs 18,000 crore for the construction
cost of the proposed 2,763-km freight corridor.

A soft loan (expected to be of the order of Rs18000 crores) at 0.4% interest, repayable over a period of 40 years with a
grace period of 10 years, is expected to cover 85% of the total cost estimated for the DFC. Construction of the western
corridor is estimated to cost Rs 16,592 crore, the cost of building the eastern corridor is estimated to cost Rs 11588
crore.

The funding and the project costs remain intertwined due to dependency on Japanese bilateral aid to the proposed
initiative. DDFCL is keen to map the best operative and financial models ad practices from similar experiences of project
roll outs of this scale in road, port, rail or metro.

Key Takeaways
The NHAI experience has not only emboldened the Government on scale but also has provided for mechanism
that can provide efficient participation from the private sector to deliver timely execution of infrastructure projects
(right from planning, to land acquisition, project financing and commercial closure).

While the operative structure of DDFCL is still to evolve our interaction with them suggest that the effort is to
migrate the best practices from the established models of development of project on such a large scale from
experiences such as Konkan Railway, NHAI, and Delhi Metro.

We feel the intent and structured approach make the projects and investments undertaken by DFCCL provide a
refreshing incremental opportunity to large as well as niche EPC players. We expect these projects to be rewarded
and executed at decent margins given the fact that like every other infrastructure developer DDFCL is in great
hurry to implement.

Lot of the loose ends of the project are yet to be tied up on and a substantial part of detailing would also depend
on the level of dependence o bi-lateral agreements to Japan as far as this project is considered. In our discussions
with railway officials as well as DFCCL it was very obvious that the local parties with Japanese Collaborators
would gain substantially.
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Following table details some of the obvious beneficiaries from this opportunity…

(Rs. Million)*

Particulars Total Investment
New Lines & restoration 16000
Gauge Conversion 24000
Rolling stocks 55000
Track renewal 34000
Signalling & telecom 2000
Electrification 3000
Metropolitan Transport 7000
*This value may vary as per the project status
Source : Dolat Research

Some of the obvious beneficiaries from this opportunity are Kalindee, BHEL, BEML and Siemens.

Immediate Play!!!

We are yet to initiate coverage on any of the large EPC majors – however, in Kalindee Rail Nirman Engineers
(KRNE) we find a niche player with established credentials as a scalable beneficiary.
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Annexure : I - (a)

Staged Development of Western Corridor

Source : Ministry of Railways, JICA Feasibility Study
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Annexure : I - (b)
Staged Development of Eastern Corridor

Source : Ministry of Railways, JICA Feasibility Study
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Annexure : I - (c)

Phased development of Western DFC
Western corridor will start from Tughlakabad connecting Rewari, Jaipur, Palanpur, Ahmedabad, Vadodara and finally
Jawarharlal Nehru Port in Mumbai.

Annexure : I - (d)
Phased Development of Eastern DFC
The Eastern corridor is to connect Ludhiana with Sonanagar via Ambala, Saharanpur, Khurja and Allahabad in the first
phase and later extend to Kolkata.

Source : Ministry of Railways, JICA Feasibility Study

Source : Ministry of Railways, JICA Feasibility Study
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The ratings are based on the absolute upside of our target price from the current price.

Upside Ratings
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